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bstract

Propagation of performance changes to adjacent cells in polymer electrolyte fuel cell stacks is studied by means of voltage monitoring and local
urrent density measurements in peripheral cells of the stack. A technical fuel cell stack has been modified by implementing two independent
eactant and coolant supplies in order to deliberately change the performance of one cell (anomalous cell) and study the coupling phenomena to
djacent cells (coupling cells), while keeping the working conditions of the later cell-group unaltered.

Two anomalies are studied: (i) air starvation and (ii) thermal anomaly, in a single anomalous cell in the stack and their coupling to adjacent cells.

he results have shown that anomalies inducing considerable changes in the local current density of the anomalous cell (such as air starvation)
ropagate to adjacent cells affecting their performance. The propagation of local current density changes takes place via the common bipolar plate
ue to its finite thickness and in-plane conductivity. Consequently, anomalies which do not strongly influence the local current density distribution
such as a thermal anomaly under the studied working conditions) do not propagate to adjacent cells.

2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

A polymer electrolyte fuel cell stack (PEFC stack) usually
omprises of a number of single cells, all connected electrically
n series with a parallel supply of reactant gases and coolant. In
n ideal fuel cell stack, each of the components of the repeating
nit in the stack, i.e. every single cell, as well as the operating
onditions for all cells should be identical throughout the com-
lete stack. Integral stack performance would then be the sum
f the equal stand-alone performances of all cells.
However, in a real stack, although the working conditions
re set to provide each individual cell equally with reactants
nd coolant, location in the stack as well as small structural
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ifferences due to manufacturing tolerances may create a non-
dentical distribution of operating conditions at single cell level.
ifferences in water management (e.g. stochastic accumulation
f liquid water), under-average reactant supply (below the set
toichiometries for the stack) and/or insufficient coolant supply
re some of the possible non-uniformities that can be encoun-
ered at single cell level, translating into performance differ-
nces, very often not of a single cell only, but of a group of cells
ocated adjacent to each other. So why do cells in a stack show
ometimes a coupled behavior?

To address this question, investigations at stack level are
eeded. Classically, in order to ensure proper operation of the
omplete fuel cell stack, performance of each individual cell is
onitored by measuring its voltage. An unexpected decrease

n cell voltage is then an indication for anomalous behavior.
evertheless, measuring cell voltage provides only limited infor-
ation about the effects giving rise to performance changes and
ndows practically no particulars about coupling phenomena
etween individual cells.

Locally resolved investigations of current density distribution
1–4], impedance spectroscopy [5], liquid water distribution [6],
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nd gas composition analysis [7] among others, provide infor-
ation to understand local phenomena and performance in fuel

ells. These investigation techniques are well established at sin-
le cell level; however, local diagnostic work at fuel cell stack
evel has not yet been as widely performed. Recently, Kim et al.
resented some experimental and modeling work on the electri-
al coupling of cells in a stack [8]. They studied two types of
nomalies: a partially inactive cell and a resistive bus plate with
imiting in-plane conductivity. However, for their investigations
hey monitored only the individual cell voltages.

In the present work, measurement of local current density in
djacent cells in a stack has been implemented to study two other
ypes of anomalies: (i) air starvation at single cell level and (ii)
hermal anomaly, as encountered at peripheral cells in a stack.

. Experimental

.1. Measurement method and operating conditions

For the purpose of the presented studies, two- and three-cell
echnical stacks, modified by implementing a second, indepen-
ent reactant and coolant supply, were used. The cells in the
tack were therefore separated in two groups, each cell-group
aving an independent media supply, allowing for operation at
ifferent conditions with respect to stoichiometry and/or dew
oint of the reactants and inlet coolant temperature. The modi-
ed stacks are denoted as 1 + 1 and 1 + 2 stacks, respectively. For
ach operating condition the voltage of the cells in the stack was
onitored while the current density distribution was recorded

imultaneously in the peripheral cells of the stack.
Fig. 1 shows a scheme of a 1 + 1 stack with independently

ontrolled media supplies for the individual cells as well as the
ocation of the local current density measurement at the stack
eriphery. For the sake of comprehensibility, in Fig. 1 a stack
ith a linear geometry and symmetrical segmentation is shown.

he actual flow field geometry and segmentation are shown in
ig. 2. In the modified stack, the two individual cells are con-
ected electrically and thermally via the junction bipolar plate,
hich also separates the two media streams. For emulation of

a
8

o

ig. 2. (left) Two-part, water-cooled bipolarplate with the air and part of the cooling
aths of air and hydrogen in the plate.
ig. 1. Simplified scheme of a two-cell (1 + 1) stack with independent media
upplies and location of local current density measurement at the stack periphery.

nomalies in the stack, the operating conditions in the upper cell
anomalous cell) can be independently varied, while keeping
hem constant in the second cell-group (coupling cells). The cells
re cooled from both sides of the membrane electrode assem-
lies (MEA). The coolant temperature in the outer-part of the
nomalous cell can be controlled independently as it belongs to
separate coolant supply, while cooling in the junction bipolar
late is part of the second coolant loop belonging to the coupling
ell(s).

Table 1 gives an overview of the investigated cases of air
tarvation and thermal anomalies realized with 1 + 1 and 1 + 2-
ell stacks.

The cells were operated under the following standard con-
itions (exceptions given in Table 1): cell temperature of
c = 70 ◦C (water inlet and outlet temperature difference of less

han 1 ◦C), gas outlet pressures of p = 2.0 bar (abs), hydrogen and
ir stoichiometries of λH2 = 2.0 and λair = 4.0, respectively, and
ydrogen and air dew points of Td = 70 ◦C. The reactant gases
ere fed fully humidified in order not to induce humidification

elated changes in the current density distribution. The reported
easurements were carried out in constant current mode at an
verage current density j̄ of 390 mA cm−2 (corresponding to
0 A total stack current).

The stacks were built using technical cells with an active area
f 205 cm2 [9]. Fig. 2 shows the design of the cell with the air

flow fields shown. (right) Location of the individual segments and schematic
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Table 1
Overview of the studied cases with the status and working conditions of the cells in the indicated stacks

Case Stack Anomalous cell Emulated anomaly Operating condition varied

Cell 1 Cell 2 Cell 3

0 1 + 1 1 and 2 Air starvation λair λair –
1
2
3
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1 + 1 1 Air starvation
1 + 2 1 Air starvation
1 + 1 1 Thermal losses

nd part of the coolant flow fields, as well as the position of the
ndividual segments for local current density measurement over
he active area. The segmentation of the active area was chosen
n order to study local current density at different lengths along
he reactants path and especially at the reactants in- and outlets.
ydrogen and air flow in a meander-type way in two streams
ver the active area. Cooling of the cells is realized inside of the
wo-part bipolar plates. For a better overview only the schematic
ir and hydrogen paths are shown in Fig. 2. A more detailed
escription of the cell design can be found in [10,11].

For mapping of the current density distribution along the air
hannel length, the segments 1, 2, 4, 5, 7 and 8 are used. The
idpoints of these segments are located at 3%, 11%, 34%, 66%,

9% and 97% from the beginning of the air path, respectively.
he segments 3 and 6 are used in addition, when mapping local
urrent along the hydrogen channel length.

Measurement of local current density was realized by a semi-
egmented plate principle [2]. The active area was divided in nine
egments, eight small segments of 10.7 cm2 (ASS) and one big
entral segment of 119.4 cm2 (ACS). Each segment of the semi-
egmented cathode and anode plates in the first and last cells of
he stack, respectively, is connected to separate copper rods, in
hich the current is measured by means of Hall sensors with an

ccuracy of +1 mA cm−2.
The resistance of the connection between individual segments

RSS for the small segments and RCS for the big central segment)
nd the common node needs to be as low as possible in order to
inimize the influence of the additional resistance on the cur-

ent distribution pattern [12]. Since the active area of the cell
s not symmetrically segmented, the inverse ratio of the areas
nd connection resistances for the small and for the big seg-
ents has to be kept constant in order to keep the same voltage

rop in all connections. The resistance of the connections of the
ight small segments is thus dictated by the minimum achievable
esistance of the connection to the big segment by the equation
SS = (ACS/ASS)RCS. The presented measurements were made
ith a connection to the big segment of 0.05 m� (limited by

patial issues in the experimental setup); the connections for the
mall segments were therefore set to 0.56 m� by adjusting the
ength of the respective copper rods.

With the given resistances, the measurements presented in
his work have a deviation of less than ±4% from the values
btained by extrapolation to zero external resistance [12].
The electrical parameters of the cell were controlled using
n electronic load (Höcherl and Hackl Series DS). Gas flow
ates and pressure of the reactant gases were controlled using
lectronic mass flow controllers (Brooks®) and backpressure

i
s
t
(

λair All constant –
λair All constant All constant
Coolant temperature All constant –

egulators (Brooks®), respectively. These controllers and the
lectronic load were interfaced to a personal computer.

.2. Cell components

The design of the bipolarplate has been shown in Fig. 2.
he two-part bipolar plates were fabricated by a pressure mold-

ng process using SGL BMA5-type graphite (SGL, Meitingen,
ermany). The in-plane and trough-plane conductivities of the
late-material are 100 and 20 S cm−1, respectively. The two-part
ipolar plate has a thickness of 3.1 mm and the active area a size
f 141.5 mm × 145 mm.

The membrane electrode assemblies were prepared using
afion® 112 membranes and commercial E-Tek Elat A7 gas
iffusion electrodes. Both gas diffusion electrodes, at anode and
athode, had a uniform catalyst loading of 0.6 mg cm−2 and
afion® impregnation of 0.6 mg cm−2.

. Results and discussion

.1. Case 0—verification of experimental setup

For the verification of the experimental setup a base case
xperiment (case 0, see Table 1) with a two-cell stack (1 + 1)
as carried out monitoring cell voltage and current density dis-

ribution in both cells. In the 1 + 1-cell stack, both cells can be
perated as stand-alone cells with respect to reactant and coolant
upply. Consequently, when the operating conditions in both
ells are varied equally, changes in performance are expected to
e identical for both cells.

For case 0 an air starvation anomaly throughout the whole
tack was emulated by reducing air stoichiometry in the two
ndependent air supply streams simultaneously. Fig. 3 shows,
or both cells, changes in cell voltage as a function of the air sto-
chiometry (a) and net variations in current density as a function
f the normalized air channel length for the given air stoichiome-
ries (b). In case 0, cells 1 and 2 are denoted as anomalous cells.
he changes in cell voltage and local current density are shown
ith reference to values obtained at an air stoichiometry of 4.0

n both cells.
As it can be seen in Fig. 3, changes in cell voltage as well

s in current density distribution in both cells are practically

dentical, validating the experimental setup. Reduction of air
toichiometry translates into a decrease in cell voltage. This is on
he one hand due to the reduced average oxygen partial pressure
Nernstian thermodynamic effect), which in addition also results
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Fig. 3. 1 + 1-Cell stack. (a) Changes in cell voltage of cells 1 and 2, plotted
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Fig. 4. 1 + 1-Cell stack. (a) Changes in cell voltage of the anomalous cell 1 and
coupling cell 2; plotted as a function of the air stoichiometry in the anomalous
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s a function of the air stoichiometry; (b) changes in local current density in
ells 1 and 2; plotted as a function of the normalized air channel length. Air
toichiometry in cells 1 and 2 of λair = 1.2.

n an increase in overall transport overpotential. On the other
and, reducing oxygen partial pressure leads to the evolution of
non-uniform current density distribution, which results in an

verall increase of the activation overpotential [1,3].

.2. Case 1 – emulation of air starvation – coupling to an
mmediate adjacent cell

The experimental setup allows for measurement of local cur-
ent density only in peripheral cells in the stack. For this reason,
n order to study the propagation of changes in local current
ensity to an immediate adjacent cell, a first experiment was
arried out using a 1 + 1-cell stack (see Table 1). The starvation
f air at single cell level in the stack was emulated by gradually
educing air stoichiometry in one cell only (anomalous cell),
hile keeping the working conditions of the adjacent cell unal-

ered (coupling cell). Fig. 4a shows changes in cell voltage in

he anomalous and coupling cells as a function of the air stoi-
hiometry of the anomalous cell.

The results in Fig. 4a show that the performance of the
nomalous cell follows the expected behavior when the air sto-

t
C
d
o

ell 1; (b) changes in local current density in the anomalous cell 1 and coupling
ell 2; plotted as a function of the normalized air channel length for an air
toichiometry λair = 1.2 in the anomalous cell 1.

chiometry is reduced: a decrease in cell voltage. But also the
econd cell in the stack, the coupling cell shows qualitatively
xactly the same performance behavior as the anomalous cell,
ven though the operating conditions are kept constant. Hence,
clear coupling between the cells takes place.

The question arises as to why the adjacent cell shows a
oupled decrease in cell voltage? An examination of Fig. 4b
larifies this behavior. Here, changes in local current density in
he anomalous and coupling cells along the air channel length are
lotted for an air stoichiometry λair = 1.2 of the anomalous cell.
he voltage coupling of the cells has an electronic origin: the
hanges in local current density in the anomalous cell (Fig. 4b)
reate a non-uniform feed of current into the bipolar plate. Due
o the finite in-plane conductivity and thickness of the bipolar
late, the non-uniform distribution of current is homogenized
nly to a certain extent; hence, the current density pattern of

he anomalous cell is impressed onto the adjacent cell (Fig. 4b).
hanges in local current density in the coupling cell lead to a
ecrease in cell voltage because a current profile is impressed
nto the coupling cell, which would not arise from its distribu-
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ion of overpotentials (resistances). Consequently, the current
akes a path through the electrochemical part of the cell which
s non-optimal from the resistances point of view, leading to an
ncrease in the sum of overpotentials.

For quantification of the propagation of changes in local cur-
ent density a coupling factor was calculated. It is defined as
he quotient between the sum of the deviations in local current
ensity in the coupling cell with respect to the corresponding
hanges in the anomalous cell for air stoichiometries ≤2.0.
bove this air stoichiometry the induced changes in cell volt-

ge and local current density are small (<10 mV, <30 mA cm−2

espectively), consequently the relative changes carry a compar-
tively high error. The induced voltage changes in the coupling
ell with respect to the changes in the anomalous cell where
alculated in the same way.

With the given thickness, geometry, and conductivities of
he bipolar plate, changes in the local current density of the
nomalous cell propagate to an immediate adjacent cell for
ir stoichiometries ≤2.0 by a coupling factor of 0.64 ± 0.02;
he induced change in cell voltage in the coupling cell is in
he order of 0.59 ± 0.04 of the changes in the anomalous cell.
hese relatively strong coupling factors result from the relatively

ow thickness (3.1 mm) and low in-plane conductivity of the
ipolar plate (100 s cm−1). Thicker bipolar plates and/or plates
ith higher in-plane conductivities would yield lower coupling

actors.

.3. Case 2 – emulation of air starvation – coupling to
on-immediate adjacent cells

In the previous chapter, it has been shown that a strong cou-
ling phenomenon between immediate adjacent cells in a stack
akes place when the local current density is strongly disturbed
n one cell. Logically the question arises as to how far and
o which extent this anomaly will propagate further into the
tack? To answer this question an experiment with a three-cell
tack was performed (1 + 2-cell stack, see Table 1), in which
he air starvation anomaly was emulated in the first cell, while
eeping the working conditions of the two adjacent cells con-
tant. Again the cell voltage of each cell was simultaneously
ecorded while measurement of local current density was real-
zed in the peripheral cells of the stack; these being cells 1 and 3,
orrespondingly.

The changes in cell voltage also spread significantly to cell 3
s it can be seen in Fig. 5a. Again, the reason for the changes in
ell voltage is due to the propagation of changes in local current
ensity originating in the anomalous cell and passed over first
o the immediate adjacent cell 2 and then to cell 3, as it can
learly be seen in Fig. 5b. Because the experimental setup does
ot allow for measuring the local current density in cells located
n the middle of the stack, the current density pattern registered
n the anomalous cell in the 1 + 1 stack is shown to illustrate
he diminishment in the coupling amplitude to a non-immediate

djacent cell.

The coupling factors of cell voltage and local current den-
ity changes induced by the anomalous cell 1 onto the coupling
ells 2 and 3 as a function of the air stoichiometry are shown in

b
r
t
c

hannel length for an air stoichiometry λair = 1.2 in the anomalous cell 1 (data
or the coupling cell 2 were obtained in a 1 + 1-cell stack).

ig. 6a and b. The data is shown for air stoichiometries ≤2.0.
or cell 2 in Fig. 6b, the values obtained from the measurements

n the 1 + 1-cell stack are shown. The changes in local current
ensity originating in the anomalous cell propagate to an imme-
iate adjacent cell by a coupling factor of 0.64 ± 0.02 and to
second cell by a factor of 0.40 ± 0.04. As for the changes in

ell voltage, an immediate adjacent cell couples to the changes
n the anomalous cell with a factor of 0.59 ± 0.04, while the
oupling factor for the voltage changes in the second cell are
n the order of 0.32 ± 0.05. From these values a quadratic rela-
ion in the attenuation of changes in local current density passed
rom cell to cell becomes apparent for the investigated bipolar
late properties. Therefore, the performance of cells located in
ourth position adjacent to an anomalous cell is not expected to

e affected significantly, since the coupled changes in local cur-
ent density would be in the order of a few per cent only. From
he relation in the propagation of voltage changes, it can also be
alculated that a fourth cell adjacent to an anomalous cell will
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Fig. 6. Coupling factors as function of the air stoichiometry in the anomalous
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cell. Fig. 7b gives an explanation to this question. It can be
seen that, even for the lowest experimentally realized operating
temperature in the anomalous cell (inlet and outlet coolant tem-
peratures of 30 and 56 ◦C, respectively, see Table 2), changes in

Table 2
Inlet and outlet coolant temperature from the cells 1 and 2 in the 1 + 1-cell stack
for case 3

Location of coolant
temperature measurement

Cell 1 coolant
temperature (◦C)

Cell 2 coolant
temperature (◦C)

Inlet 71 72
Outlet 71 72

Inlet 61 72
Outlet 67 72

Inlet 51 72
Outlet 64 71
ell 1: (a) for changes in cell voltage in the coupling cells 2 and 3; (b) for changes
n local current density in the coupling cells 2 and 3. Calculated with reference
o the corresponding changes in the anomalous cell 1.

how practically no changes in cell voltage. As outlined in the
revious chapter, the extent of coupling is dictated by the bipolar
late thickness and in-plane conductivity.

In order to reduce coupling effects, thicker plates of the same
aterial could be employed. This of course is unwanted because

t would increase stack weight and volume. Alternatively, the in-
lane conductivity of the plate material needs to be increased to
educe coupling effects. This reasoning shows that not only the
ipolar plate through-plane conductivity is of high importance,
ut also its in-plane conductivity for optimization of perfor-
ance and reliability of a PEFC stack.

.4. Case 3 – emulation of thermal losses – coupling to an
mmediate adjacent cell

A commonly encountered phenomenon in fuel cell stacks is
hat the performance of cells located in the periphery of the stack

i.e. first or last cell) may differ from the average performance
f the rest of the cells. These cells can experience increased
hermal losses because of their peripheral location in the stack
hich makes them more susceptible to temperature variations

I
O

I
O

ources 161 (2006) 1076–1083 1081

hich could affect their performance in relation to other cells in
he stack.

To investigate the propagation of performance changes origi-
ating from a thermally anomalous cell to an immediate adjacent
ell, experiments with a 1 + 1-cell stack were carried out. To
mulate increased thermal losses in a peripheral cell, the inlet
emperature of the coolant liquid in cell 1 (anomalous cell) was
radually decreased, while keeping the inlet coolant temperature
f the adjacent cell 2 (coupling cell) constant. Table 2 gives the
emperature of the coolant in both cells, measured at the inlet
nd outlets of each cell. Such big differences in working tem-
erature between the peripheral cells and the set temperature for
he stack are not likely to be encountered in reality, but were
hosen in order to maximize the observable effects.

With the experimental setup used for the presented case, ther-
al losses in cell 1 can be emulated as originating from the

eriphery of the stack because the coolant temperature in the
xternal side of cell 1 can be controlled independently (see
ig. 1). To account for possible thermal losses in cell 2 (in

he 1 + 1-cell stack both cells are obviously peripheral cells)
n external heating device, set to the temperature of cell 2, was
laced on the supporting metallic endplate, to simulate for the
resence of a continuing stack behind cell 2. Heat transport from
ell 2 to cell 1 through the bipolar plate causes an increase in
oolant temperature in cell 1. However, the temperature of cell
remains practically constant as it can clearly be seen from

ts inlet and outlet coolant temperatures (see Table 2) because
dditional heat is fed in by the external heating.

As can be seen in Fig. 7a, the anomalous cell experiences
vident performance changes depending on its working temper-
ture. Conversely, and very surprisingly indeed, the performance
f the adjacent cell is not affected at all by the anomaly in
he working temperature of the anomalous cell. Obviously, the
uestion arises as to how this can be possible, considering the
ubstantial changes in cell voltage observed in the anomalous
nlet 41 72
utlet 60 71

nlet 30 72
utlet 56 70
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Fig. 7. 1 + 1-Cell stack. (a) Changes in cell voltage in the anomalous cell 1 and
coupling cell 2; plotted as a function of the coolant inlet temperature Tinlet of
the anomalous cell 1; (b) changes in local current density in the anomalous cell
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(2004) A394–A398.
and coupling cell 2; plotted as a function of the normalized air channel length
or an inlet coolant temperature Tinlet = 30 ◦C in the anomalous cell 1.

ocal current density in the anomalous cell are relatively small
<25 mA cm−2); consequently, induced changes in local current
ensity in the adjacent cell are minor. Variations in local current
ensity registered in the anomalous cell depend upon location
f the segments with respect to the coolant in- and outlets. The
eactant gases were fed fully humidified in order not to induce
umidification related changes of the membrane resistance and
herefore to exclude any influence on the local current density. In
he case of low humidification of the reactant gases, changes in
ell temperature will affect the local water content of the mem-
rane (i.e. its conductivity) and as a consequence bigger changes
n local current distribution will evolve, which can propagate to
djacent cells.

The drastic voltage changes in the anomalous cell are due to
hanges in the activation overpotential and membrane conduc-

ivity. Since the temperature of the adjacent cell is kept constant
see Table 2) and the electronic coupling of the cells is minimal,
s a result, the voltage of the adjacent cell remains practically
nchanged. Finally, attention has to be drawn to the fact that,
ources 161 (2006) 1076–1083

ithout measurement of local current density in both cells, an
xplanation for this phenomenon would not be that straightfor-
ard.
The findings of the above experiment with a 1 + 1-cell stack

ere confirmed in an experiment carried out with a three-cell
tack (1 + 2) emulating thermal losses in cell 1. As expected, also
n this experiment no propagation of performance changes due
o a thermal anomaly in cell 1 to the adjacent cells was observed.

. Conclusions

In a fuel cell stack, individual cells may show an anoma-
ous behavior with reference to their stand-alone performance
ecause of differences in the operating conditions at single cell
evel: these differences can arise due to variations in manufac-
uring tolerances, differences in reactant flow and temperature
s well as location in the stack.

Performance changes originating from anomalies inducing
onsiderable variations in local current density, such as air star-
ation, can propagate even to non-immediate adjacent cells
hrough the stack. The coupling has an electronic character
nd takes place via the common bipolar plate. In the per-
ormed experiments a quadratic relation in the attenuation of
he changes in local current density passed from cell to cell has
een observed. Hence, a complete homogenization of the local
urrent changes originated in an anomalous cell does not take
lace in the common bipolar plate via in-plane currents due to its
nite conductivity and thickness. As a consequence, a local cur-
ent density profile is impressed onto the coupling cells, which
ould not arise from their distribution of overpotentials under

heir individual working conditions. Consequently, the current
akes a path through the electrochemical part of the cell which
s non-optimal from the resistances point of view, leading to an
ncrease in the sum of overpotentials and ultimately a decrease
n cell voltage.

Consequently, anomalies which do not induce considerable
hanges in local current density in an anomalous cell, such as
emperature differences when the gases are fed well humidified,
o not propagate to adjacent cells.
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